
length (the thickness of the CoSi, layer, 40nm) and therefore 
strongly tapered space charge regions. Conditioned by high 
electric fields, electrons at the source side of the channel are 
injected into the space charge region and can pass it, before 
relaxation occurs. As a result, the effective current channel 
increases with increasing drain-source voltage. 

S-parameter measurements were performed on PBTs with a 
grid periodicity of 0.8pm (h  = d )  by an H F  probe station and 
yielded a unity short-circuit current gain frequency f T  = 

6 GHr corrected for the pad impedances. This value is similar 
to the best results for overgrown Si-PBTs prepared in MBE 
by Ohshima e t  al. 131. From our own computer simulations, 
solving the Poisson and the continuity equation, we would 
expect a transit frequency of 14GHr for a transistor with 
0.4pm wide channels, a CoSi, stripe width of 0.4pm, and a 
source-crain distance h of 1 pm. Considering that the calcu- 
lations yield data for the intrinsic transistor only, the discrep- 
ancy between measurement and calculation results from too 
high series resistances and the unoptimised high-frequency 
layout. Owing to high gate contact resistances and the rela- 
tively poor ratio between transconductance and drain conduc- 
tance gJG, of 5.6, the maximum oscillation frequency fmax 

reaches only 1.5 GHz for a transistor with Z = 1 mm total 
gate-finger length. To improve the high-frequency per- 
formance of the devices the main intrinsic parameter of PBTs, 
the channel length h, and the parasitic resistances have to be 
reduced. 

Conclus ions:  We have fabricated buried monocrystalline 
CoSi, stripes embedded in Si by high-dose ion implantation 
with grating periodicities down to 0.6pm. These structures 
were used as gates in PBTs overgrown by silicon LPVPE. The 
highest obtained transconductance g, is 70mS/mm and tran- 
sistors with a grid periodicity of 0.8pm and gate width of 
1 mm exhibit a unity current gain frequency f T  of 6GHz. 
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STRUCTURE FOR TIME-VARYING 
PARAUNITARY FILTER BANKS WITH 
PERFECT RECONSTRUCTION 

R. L. de Queiroz and K. R. Rao 

Indexing ferms: Signal processing, Filters 

A perfect reconstruction structure for a time-varying FIR 
paraunitary filter bank is developed, based on a known fac- 
torisation procedure. It  allows the implementation of any 
uniform paraunitary filter bank, as well as distortion-free 
switchings from one filter bank to another. 

Introduct ion:  Multirate filter banks are well known powerful 
tools in modern digital signal processing [l-41. They are gen- 
erally thought of as stationary forms, and several perfect 
reconstruction (PR) conditions have been presented under dif- 
ferent viewpoints [2-41. Recently, Nayebi e t  al. [SI presented 
a preliminary study on  the structure of time-varying filter 
banks. 

Consider a uniform FIR paraunitary filter bank (PUFB) 
with M filters, each one of length L, with L = NM, where N is 
an even integer. The M analysis filters are time-reversed ver- 
sions of the synthesis filters [3]. If the analysis and synthesis 
Nters are represented by f,(n) and g,(n), respectively, for 
m = 0, 1 ,  ._ . ,  M - 1 and n = 0, 1, _.. ,  L - 1, we can define a 
transform matrix P 131, of size M x L with elements p,. as 
p,. = g,(n) =f,(L - 1 - n). P can be also decomposed into 
N M  x M matrices as P = [POPi . .  . PN-J .  The PR condi- 
tions can be described as 131 

for 1 = 0, 1 , .  .., N - 1, where 6([) = 1 for I = 0, and 6([) = 0, 
otherwise. Using a factorisation of P we will develop a PR 
structure for time-varying PUFB. 

Fuctor isa t ion:  Let X and Y be time and frequency vectors of 
infinite length, respectively. The transform P that maps X into 
Y is a block circulant matrix. 

Po Pi ... PN-, 0 0 
0 Po Pi . . .  P,-, 0 
0 0 Po Pi ... P,-, 

If P is a PR PUFB, then 

Y =  pX and X 

p’ y (3) 

can be viewed as the result from the overlapping of the 
transform matrices, for each block. 

The transform matrix P can be viewed as a transform that 
maps the elements of BL (L-tuples over the real field) into a 
particular M-dimensional subspace A, having its orthogonal 
basis as the rows of P. We can find a particular factorisation 
for P by: 

(i) finding a remaining set of L - M orthogonal basis of 9L 

(ii) factorising the corresponding L x L orthogonal transform 
into plane rotations 

(iii) retaining only the parts important to P 

Any orthogonal transform inside W L  can be implemented 
using ( 4 )  = L(L - 1)/2 planar rotations (one for each possible 
pair of orthogonal basis). Alternatively, the factorisation can 
be efficiently achieved through the analysis of the polyphase 
lossless matrix 161 representing the PR PUFB. Actually, with 
N orthogonal factors separated by delay matrices, any PUFB 
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can be implemented. This is a known result, which, translated 
to the notation of transform matrices, is 

(4) 

where are permutation matrices to account for the delays 
(noting that we are using a noncausal representation). The 
matrices An, are block-diagonal (each block is M x M )  as 

2.. = diag {. . . R,, R,, R, . . .} ( 5 )  

with R ,  having the same structure devised for each factor of 
the lossless transfer matrix [SI. Actually, R, is an orthogonal 
matrix which can be implemented with M - 1 plane rotations. 
As an exception, R, is a general orthogonal matrix requiring 
M ( M  - 1)/2 plane rotations. Each rotation has an associated 
angle which is a free parameter in the design of a PUFB. This 
general decomposition into sparse matrices is not unique, but 
is minimal in terms of total number of rotations [SI. 

Orthogonality under time variations: Suppose the angles in 
each R, in eqn. 5 are changed along the time index. More 
precisely, suppose it is written as 

An,D = diag {... R,(k - I), R,(k), R,(k + 1) ...} (6) 

Because only the angles are changed, each matrix is still 
orthogonal and PR is assured using the same flow graph for 
analysis or synthesis. The analysis-synthesis process is now 
described by a matrix p, where 

p = [ ’ . .  0 P,(k) ... PN-, (k)  0 0 ) ( 7 )  
Po(k - 1 )  . _ .  P,-,(k - 1) 0 

0 0 P , ( k + l )  . . .  P , - , ( k + l )  

with 

f lk)  [ P O ( k )  . . . pN-  (8) 

This means that P ( k )  contains the instantaneous filter bank 
impulse responses. In time-varying systems, we have to choose 
an index k and find the PR equations for it, noting that eqn. 1 
is no longer valid. It is possible to show that the PR condi- 
tions for the time-varying case can be written as 

= m z h f  (9) 

for I = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1, yielding 2N - 1 independent matrix 
equations. 

Conclusive analysis: With the proper choice of angles in the 
factorised form of P(k), we are able to implement any steady 
PUFB, with M bands and filters with length up to L. There- 
fore, we can change the angles and switch between any two 
PUFBs. P(k)  has compact support (contains FIR filters) and 
will ‘forget’ past conditions, acting as the new filter bank, after 
some time. Clearly, there would be a transition region where 
none of the filter bank responses is achieved. At each instant 
we can calculate P(k)  which will provide the intermediary fre- 
quency response. However, the system is naturally PR, even in 
transitions, guaranteeing distortionless processing. 

The main idea is to switch between two known PUFBs at a 
time. For this, each of them has to be expressed in its factor- 
ised form. To change the filter bank at instant k,  we can set all 
angles in all R,(i) (i 2 k )  to their new values. Finally, note that 
any orthogonal block transform (L = M )  can be implemented, 
because a PUFB having filters whose length lies between M 
and L belongs to the set of all PUFBs whose filters have 
length L. This can be seen by constraining marginal elements 
of the filters to be zero. Therefore, it is possible to switch 
between lapped and block transforms among other pos- 
sibilities. Even the identity matrix can be used, causing the 

transform to be bypassed (copying input to output), while 
maintaining PR in transitions. 
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COMMENT 

PERFORMANCE OF CROSSBAR 
INTERCONNECTION NETWORKS IN THE 
PRESENCE OF ‘HOT SPOTS’ 

R. Y. Awdeh and H. T. Mouftah 

Pombortsis and Halatsis have considered the performance of 
crossbar interconnection networks in the presence of hot spot 
traffic conditions [A]. They have assumed an N x N crossbar 
operating in a synchronous mode, where each processor issues 
r requests to the shared memory per network cycle 
(0 I r < 1). A fraction h (0 I h < I )  of all references are aimed 
at a specific memory module M M ,  (the hot spot memory 
module), i.e. each processor emits r( 1 - h) requests uniformly 
over all N MMs, and rh requests to M M , .  

It was stated that the rate of requests at M M ,  due to hot 
spot traffic is 

P ,  = 1 - (1 - rh)N (1) 

and due to uniform background traffic is 

P , = 1 -  I-- [ “‘hh)lN 
Based on the assumption that requests are random and the 
requests generated by a processor are independent of the 
requests generated by another processor, it was concluded 
that P ,  and P ,  are statistically independent, and thus the total 
rate of requests at M M ,  is 

However, we think that the above procedure of obtaining P ,  is 
incorrect, and that the statistical independence assumption 
between the rate of requests at M M ,  due to hot spot traffic 
and those due to uniform background traffic is not valid. 
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